The USA and Ohio is allowing discrimination against those that research their health and decide for
themselves what vaccine, gene therapy or drugs to use or inoculate.
My college son will drop out of college if he is forced to take a vaccination against his will. He will quit
his sports team. People should have freedom to choose the risk of injecting an experimental drug, gene
therapy, or vaccines that have more deaths reported to VAERS than 17 years of vaccines combined.
Gene therapy or vaccinations should not be forced on anyone. America was founded on freedom to
choose the risks. Businesses, colleges, schools and any private or public entity enforcing vaccinations
take away the people’s right to choose. All political power is inherent in people. Government is
instituted for their equal protection and benefit. Pharmaceutical manufacturers are paying for ads on
news networks. Facebook, Twitter is censoring medical information from doctors worldwide. This has
turned into a benefit for pharmaceutical manufacturers to make money, have no risks and are not liable
on vaccines or gene therapy. We cannot even hold pharmaceutical manufacturers liable! Times have
changed and you need to understand that. Internationally doctors, professionals and people are
speaking out and suppressed or censored if it is not in line with pharmaceutical companies or
democratic philosophy.
Colleges have been testing non symptomatic athletes all year against their will. We became suckers
when Ohio tests were above 30 CT or cycle threshold sitting around 40! These ‘test’ show false positives
and derive a high amount of 'cases'. My son has been tested asymptomatically against his will because
the college team said he had to in order to play. Studies were available of asymptomatic spread was low
chance of spreading. News stations spread lies that government made policies on. Public and Private
colleges will force vaccination too if we do not stop this.
This bill needs to include ALL public and private entities so businesses are banned from requiring any
vaccination or gene therapy. A 'passport' system should also not be allowed or enforceable. This should
be mentioned and banned in HB 248. We need to remain a FREE REPUBLIC.
Please refer to Ohio Bill of Rights Article I.

I.01 Inalienable Rights (1851)
All men are, by nature, free and independent, and have certain inalienable rights, among which
are those of enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting
property, and seeking and obtaining happiness and safety.

